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Seasonal migration is a complex and variable behaviour with the potential to promote reproductive isolation. In Eurasian blackcaps (Sylvia atricapilla), a migratory divide in central Europe separating populations with southwest (SW) and southeast (SE) autumn routes may facilitate isolation, and individuals using new wintering areas in Britain show divergence from Mediterranean winterers. We tracked 100 blackcaps in the wild to characterize these strategies. Blackcaps to the west and east of the divide used predominantly SW and SE directions, respectively, but close to the contact zone many individuals took intermediate (S) routes. At 14.0° E, we documented a sharp transition from SW to SE migratory directions across only 27 (10–86) km, implying a strong selection gradient across the divide. Blackcaps wintering in Britain took northwesterly migration routes from continental European breeding grounds. They originated from a surprisingly extensive area, spanning 2000 km of the breeding range. British winterers bred in sympatry with SW-bound migrants but arrived 9.8 days earlier on the breeding grounds, suggesting some potential for assortative mating by timing. Overall, our data reveal complex variation in songbird migration and suggest that selection can maintain variation in migration direction across short distances while enabling the spread of a novel strategy across a wide range.

© 2020 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted use, provided the original author and source are credited.
1. Introduction

Migration is ubiquitous in the animal kingdom and may both promote reproductive isolation [1–4] and underpin responses to environmental change [5,6]. Differences in migration timing may translate to differences in the timing of reproduction, leading to assortative mating by migratory phenotype [3]. In addition, populations with different innate migration routes may produce hybrids that attempt slow, dangerous, or otherwise inferior journeys [4,7,8]. Consequently, migratory phenotypes may directly contribute to both pre- and post-mating reproductive barriers. Understanding how innate migratory behaviours change over time is important for understanding speciation processes and the ability of migratory species to respond to rapid environmental change. However, we lack a comprehensive understanding of how selection acts on migration in the wild, especially how new migratory phenotypes arise and spread.

Migratory divides are contact zones between populations with different migratory phenotypes and serve as ideal natural laboratories for understanding speciation and the evolution of migration [2,9,10]. One can leverage hybrid zone theory to understand the forces maintaining reproductive isolation between populations at divides, with narrow transitions (or clines) in migratory traits relative to dispersal distance suggesting migration plays an important role [11]. Instances of recent and rapid responses to environmental change are another source of information on migratory evolution in the wild [12,13]. Studying migratory evolution in action may reveal general insights for understanding organisms’ responses to global change.

Eurasian blackcaps (Sylvia atricapilla) are night-migrating songbirds that exhibit wide variation in migratory behaviour. A migratory divide in central Europe separates populations that migrate southwest (SW) and southeast (SE) in autumn, running approximately north–south at 14° E [1,8,14]. Pioneering studies revealed that blackcap migration has a genetic basis and can rapidly evolve, and these findings underlie much of our current understanding of bird migration [3,5,8,15–20]. However, a major limitation of many studies of avian migration, including of blackcaps, has been a reliance on indirect experiments in captivity and infrequent recaptures of ringed birds to infer phenotypes [3,18,21,22].

Today, blackcaps may offer important insight into successful adaptation to environmental change, as recent population increases [23] and new routes [5] illustrate how this species has successfully kept pace with a changing world. Since the 1960s, blackcaps have established a growing wintering population in Britain [3,5,24], illustrating the speed at which movement strategies can evolve. Early experiments supported a genetic basis for this migratory phenotype [5,25], which subsequent work has linked to early genetic and morphological divergence [18]. The evolution of this phenotype may be driven by the availability of supplemental food in British gardens [6], but its nature is still poorly understood. Foremost is a lack of knowledge of the origins of birds wintering in Britain and how this phenotype is maintained. Existing evidence points to breeding grounds in continental Europe [5,24,26], where assortative mating driven by differences in arrival timing could be key [3,27]. However, no studies have tracked the direct migrations of free-living blackcaps to understand their origins, routes and timing, and determine whether those breeding in Britain are also changing their behaviour by adopting residency. Year-round residency would represent a dramatic change in behaviour, but current evidence comes only from a small number of ringing recoveries [6].

Here, we bridge these gaps by intensively tracking blackcaps in the wild across the species’ range, examining the processes shaping migratory divides and contemporary migratory change, and placing our results in an evolutionary context. Using individual tracks from light-level geolocators, we focus on quantifying migration direction across the migratory divide and examining the novel strategy of British overwinterers. We investigate the processes maintaining these divergent strategies by testing for differences in migration timing by strategy, a potential driver of assortative mating. In the divide, we ask whether individuals taking intermediate routes may be disadvantaged, and we measure the width of the divide to evaluate the strength of selection on migratory direction. For blackcaps wintering in Britain, we ask whether they represent a single breeding population with strong connectivity or originate from a wide geographic area, and whether some are local breeders adopting residency. We also evaluate possible proximate and ultimate causes of this phenomenon.

2. Methods

(a) Geolocator application and retrieval

From 2016 to 2019, we deployed 806 archival light-level geolocators on breeding blackcaps in Austria (n = 376, May–June), Germany (n = 57, May–August), the Netherlands (n = 189, May–July) and Poland (n = 53, April–May and August), and on wintering blackcaps in the UK (n = 131, January–March) (electronic supplementary material, table S1). In Austria, we focused on the anticipated location of the migratory divide and sites that prior studies suggested contained NW migrants [1,14].

In continental Europe, we primarily captured birds using mist nets and audio recordings of blackcap song. In the UK, we also used cage traps. Male blackcaps are far more responsive to playback than females, so we predominantly tagged males to maximize the probability of recapture. We used leg-loop harnesses [28] made from elastic, viton or nylon to attach geolocators. Tags were manufactured by Migrate Technology Ltd (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Overall, we retrieved 117 devices, of which 108 contained data from at least one complete migration. We colour-ringed control cohorts in the UK and Netherlands (see electronic supplementary material, table S1). Return rates did not significantly differ between control and tagged birds (Fisher’s exact test, UK: p = 0.25; Netherlands: p = 1).

(b) Analysis of light data

We defined twilights with the preprocessLight function in the TwGeos [29] R package, using a threshold of 1.5 lux. We manually removed only obviously erroneous twilights, focusing on calibration periods. After manual processing, we applied an additional automated screening using the twilightEdit function in TwGeos (settings were window = 4, outlier.mins = 30 and stationary.mins = 15). In the case of two devices with substantial shading of the light sensor, twilightEdit removed too many twilights to use in downstream analysis; in this case, we used only manually processed twilight times.

We used FlightR [30] to determine migration timing. FlightR uses the slope of the light curve around twilight to estimate locations and is sensitive to data quality, so we performed an automated step to remove highly shaded light curves. To identify birds’ migration destinations (i.e. breeding or wintering sites, depending on the season of deployment), we used the function siteEstimate in the R package Geolight [31]. This function was specifically designed for blackcaps and
other birds for which shading is a problem [32]. See electronic supplementary material for additional detail.

Both GeoLight and FlightR require calibration periods during which the bird is stationary in a known location. We set calibration periods by visually inspecting plots of the log of observed versus expected light slopes for the deployment site over time (plot_slopes_by_location function in FlightR), and refining as necessary (see electronic supplementary material).

We defined the FlightR search grid between 10° S and 65° N latitude and 20° W and 52° E longitude after visual inspection with the thresholdPath function in the R package SGAT [31] to confirm that no tracks were likely to occur outside this area. FlightR contains a prior for the decision to move, which has a default of 0.05. We adjusted this setting outside of the migration season (i.e. from 15 December to 1 March and 15 May–15 August) to a value of 0.001. For the final run of each individual, we ran the particle filter with the recommended 1 million particles.

(c) Migratory phenotypes

For comparative analyses of migratory phenotypes, we used both (1) winter longitude and (2) autumn migration direction. We estimated the birds’ direction on autumn migration as the rhumb line connecting breeding and wintering sites [33]. We used this simplified representation of the route for calculating migration direction because geolocator tracks over short distances are sensitive to bias caused by imperfect calibration, especially close to an equinox. Migration direction measured with a rhumb line connecting breeding and wintering locations was strongly correlated with direction measured in a similar manner between the breeding site and a location halfway to the wintering site (circular correlation: 0.91), indicating that any nonlinearity in birds’ routes did not meaningfully affect direction estimates.

In geolocation analyses of bird migration, longitude can generally be estimated with greater precision than latitude [34–36]. Latitude estimates are derived from day lengths, which can be affected by shading and are unreliable around the spring and autumn equinoxes. We compared destination longitudes estimated with GeoLight (siteEstimate) with estimates derived from FlightR. The two methods were highly correlated (\(\rho = 0.99\)), affirming destination longitude as a reliable measure of migratory phenotype that is insensitive to the choice of analysis method. Destination latitude showed a slightly lower correlation between the two methods (\(\rho = 0.83\)).

On eight occasions, we were able to track the same individual for two subsequent years (five from the migratory divide, one from the Netherlands and two from Britain). From these data, we estimated individual repeatability using the R package rptR [37] as the proportion of total variation explained by bird identity, where the total includes both variation from bird identity and among-year variation among birds.

We assigned individuals to four categories based on wintering location. For birds wintering north of 37.5° N, we considered those west of 5° E to be southwest (SW) migrants, those east of 20° E to be SE migrants and those between 5° and 20° E to have intermediate southerly (S) routes. For birds wintering south of 37.5° N, we used a cut-off of 0° instead of 5° E to distinguish SW from S because these longer routes require less of a westerly component to reach the same longitude.

We used Levene’s test to compare variances (leveneTest R function in the car package) to determine whether the distribution of autumn migration directions differed among breeding sites. We controlled for multiple testing by applying a false discovery rate correction using the p.adjust R function.

(d) Timing

We calculated migration timing using the find.times.distribution function in FlightR. To use this function, the user defines a spatial area and the function reports the time at which the bird was likely to have crossed into and out of that area. For each individual, we used the shortest-distance route (i.e. a great circle route) between summer and winter areas to aid in defining migration progress. Specifically, we calculated paths perpendicular to the shortest-distance route at 30%, 50% and 70% of the way between summer and winter locations, and we used find.times.distribution to determine when on migration the bird crossed these thresholds. We chose values of 30 and 70% because we found using values closer to the endpoints of the journey (e.g. 15%/85%) caused a higher proportion of calculations to fail, which typically occurs when the bird does not transit cleanly across the threshold. Close to summer and winter sites, local movements and geolocation uncertainty over time may lead to the modelled bird’s path approaching the threshold more than twice per year. We treated these thresholds (30%, 50%, 70%) as representing early, middle and late stages of the migratory journey, and we considered a bird to have reached each point at the 0.50 quatile time returned by find.times.distribution. As a measure of migration duration, we calculated the number of days it took each bird to travel from early (30%) to late (70%) migration stages, setting the value to one if it was estimated as less than one day. We calculated the speed of migration by dividing migration distance by duration. Because timing estimates of north-south movements can be inaccurate near the equinox, we did not retain timing estimates of movements taking place within 7 days of an equinox along a route within 15° of due north or south. We validated FlightR timing estimates using simple longitude coordinate output from GeoLight (mds function), which we used to derive alternative measures of migration timing across an east-west axis (electronic supplementary material).

We constructed linear models to compare the timing of migration for three different comparisons. For individuals tracked within the Austrian migratory divide, we tested for differences (1) between SW and SE phenotypes, and (2) between intermediate (S) and (SW/SE) phenotypes. For individuals tracked across western Europe, we (3) tested for differences between NW (i.e. UK) and SW phenotypes. In all cases, we tested fixed effects of wintering area (NW/SW/S/SE), breeding latitude, breeding longitude and year. We attempted to fit a random effect of bird identity, but our sample size of repeat tracks (\(n = 8\)) was insufficient to estimate a variance component of bird identity, resulting in singular fits. Therefore, for birds with repeat tracks we randomly chose one track to include in the timing analysis, so that only one data point per individual was included for each timing measure. For comparison 3 (NW versus SW), we also included an effect of sex (all birds in comparisons 1 and 2 were males). We used the R package emmeans [38] to construct the proper contrasts for comparisons 1 and 2. To maximize the precision of our estimates given a limited sample size, we removed terms with p-values greater than 0.10. For migration speed and duration, which had right-skewed distributions, we log-transformed the response variable before fitting the model.

We used simulations to investigate whether our measured arrival timing differences in the migratory divide among SW, SE and S (intermediate) phenotypes could lead to substantial assortative mating. In each simulation, we used the observed relative abundances of S, SW and S phenotypes in the divide to draw a random sample of birds of equal number, following a multinomial distribution. Then, we used density curves fit to the original data to draw a sample of arrival dates for each phenotype group. Finally, for each individual, we selected a random mate based on the proportions of individuals present five days after its simulated arrival date. We used this delay because pair formation occurs within days of arrival [39] and females tend to arrive later than males. We repeated this simulation 1000 times and extracted the proportion of pairings that occurred between individuals that had taken intermediate routes.
(e) Routes
We used route output from FLightR. For tags that stopped in late winter or close to the spring equinox, track estimates could be unreliable. In these cases ($n=16$), we ignored location estimates for dates after 1 January if the tag stopped operation within three weeks of the spring equinox.

(f) Ringing recoveries
We obtained recovery data of ringed blackcaps from the EURING databank (https://euring.org) to augment our analysis of migration direction across the migratory divide. We filtered the dataset to individuals satisfying the following criteria. (1) The bird was encountered in the Austria region between 15 May and 15 August, probably on or near the breeding grounds. We defined this region between 8° E and 20° E and within the latitudinal spread of our geolocator sampling in Austria (46.6–48.7° N). (2) The bird was re-encountered between 1 October and 1 May, during the wintering and migration periods. (3) The bird moved in a southward direction (between 100° and 270°) at least 500 km. Individuals satisfying these criteria are likely to represent directed movements towards the wintering grounds.

(g) Cline analysis
We used the R package hzr [40] to estimate the location and width of the cline marking the transition from westerly to easterly migratory directions in the migratory divide. We combined geolocator tracks with ringing recoveries for this analysis. We used code from the electronic supplementary material of Derryberry et al. [40] as the basis for the analysis. Because hzr assumes that data come from a one-dimensional transect (in our case, an east–west transect), we limited the sites we included to the narrow range of latitudes within Austria. The analysis requires grouped input data, and we grouped individuals in the following way: we used the function `cut2` in the R package Hmisc [41] and set the desired minimum number of observations in a group to two. We applied this function separately to sampled sites (1) within the divide, (2) west of the divide and (3) east of the divide; this ensured that we did not group individuals from the densely sampled divide zone with those in the sparsely sampled tails.

3. Results

(a) Tracking blackcaps across a migratory divide
We tracked 41 annual migrations of 36 adult male blackcaps from breeding territories in the anticipated migratory divide area in central Austria. To contrast behavioural variation inside and outside this area, we also tracked blackcaps (3 F, 39 M) from breeding sites in the Netherlands ($n=21$), west Austria ($n=6$), central Germany ($n=4$), northern Poland ($n=8$) and east Austria ($n=3$).

Our tracks from central Austria clearly demonstrate the existence of a migratory divide (figures 1 and 2; electronic...
supplementary material, figure S1). We estimated each blackcap’s autumn migration direction by drawing a rhumb line between breeding and wintering areas. Migration directions varied between 130° and 288°. Intermediate (S) routes were more common (53.7%) than SE (26.8%) and SW (17.1%) strategies (figure 1a). One individual from within the divide migrated NW to winter in Britain. Multi-year tracks revealed highly repeatable routes (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Among-individual variation in migratory direction was considerably greater in the divide (figure 3), suggesting that the contact between migratory phenotypes gives rise to increased diversity of behaviours.

A cline analysis using migration directions suggests that strong selection is maintaining the divide. Specifically, we examined the change in directions from western Austria (entirely SW), through the divide to eastern Austria (largely SE) (figure 2). We fit a cline through these directions to characterize its centre and width. The centre of the cline occurred at 14.0° E (interval within two log-likelihood units: 13.8°–14.2°), and its width was only 27 km (2LL: 10–86 km). This transition from SW to SE directions is very narrow compared to the average natal dispersal distance in blackcaps of 41.2 km [42] and migratory divides of other species. Stable isotopes have defined clines of 278 km, 43 km and 128 km in divides between subspecies of willow warblers (Phylloscopus trochilus trochilus and P. t. acutula [7]) and barn swallows (Hirundo rustica rustica and H. r. tytleri; H. r. rustica and H. r. gutturalis [10]), respectively.

(b) Migration timing in the divide

Migration timing is an important component of the annual cycle that affects reproductive success [43] and mate selection [3]. Assortative mating based on migratory phenotype might occur if migration timing and breeding differ consistently among phenotypes [3]. This could result in divergence between populations with different strategies and explain the rapid transition from SW to SE phenotypes [4]. However, we found no differences in spring arrival timing between birds using SW and SE autumn strategies (effect = 3.5 days, $t_{22} = 0.69, p = 0.5$), nor in any other migration timing trait (figure 4; electronic supplementary material, table S2). Data from eight individual blackcaps tracked over 2 years suggest repeatability in timing was higher on spring migration ($R_{95\% \, CI} = 0.84 [0.46, 0.99]$, end: 0.78 [0.56, 0.97]; autumn migration start: $R_{95\% \, CI} = 0 [0, 0.77]$, end: 0 [0, 0.75]), albeit with considerable uncertainty in all estimates. We therefore found no evidence that the migratory divide is maintained by temporal premating isolation. Variation across the divide in other traits, including body size (approximated by tarsus length or wing length) is also absent from our dataset.

The processes maintaining the blackcap migratory divide are unclear. One interesting possibility is revealed by a re-analysis of timing that includes intermediate (S) migratory strategies. These blackcaps began spring migration nearly 15 days earlier than SE and SW migrants (effect = −14.6 days,
$t_{23} = -2.7, p = 0.014$) and arrived 9 days earlier on the breeding grounds (effect $= -8.9$ days, $t_{22} = -2.6, p = 0.018$) (figure 4a; electronic supplementary material, table S2). This pattern is apparent even if we do not categorize individuals into discrete groups and if we rerun the test after removing an outlying individual with early timing (figure 4b). We used simulations to test if our measured distribution of arrival times would generate assortative mating among intermediate birds, comparing simulations where mate choice is dependent or independent of arrival time. The proportion of matings between intermediates was substantial and increased when we added mate selection based on timing (from 28% with no timing to 41% with timing), suggesting early arrival on the breeding grounds may facilitate assortative mating among intermediates, especially given their high relative abundance.

(c) Origins of blackcaps wintering in Britain
We fitted geolocators to blackcaps wintering in the UK and obtained 24 tracks from 22 blackcaps (12 F, 10 M), in addition to the one NW migrant tracked from our central Austrian cohort. Blackcaps wintering in Britain originated from breeding areas in an unexpectedly broad expanse covering much of western and central Europe, remarkably extending south to latitudes occupied by the species in winter (figure 1d). Their autumn migrations ranged from northerly (e.g. from Spain) to westerly (e.g. from Poland). This strategy enabled them to use shorter migration routes, on average $940 \pm 360$ km, compared to birds tracked from central Europe that chose southerly routes ($1865 \pm 717$ km; electronic supplementary material, figure S3a). Although British winterers had the shortest routes in our sample, most also bred relatively close to suitable southerly wintering areas (electronic supplementary material, figure S3c). Thus, many British winterers may actually be migrating farther than strictly necessary — although their ability to adjust migration distance may be constrained by the innate migration program.

(d) Timing of northwest migrants
We tested for timing differences between NW migrants (British winterers) and SW migrants that might lead to reproductive isolation. After including breeding latitude, longitude, sex and year as predictors to account for their effects on timing, we found that NW migrants spending the winter in Britain reached their breeding grounds earlier than SW migrants that wintered in Iberia and northwest Africa (effect $= -9.8$ days, $t_{46} = -4, p = 0.00024$; electronic supplementary material, table S3; figure 4). They accomplished this by leaving the wintering grounds earlier [27] and having shorter migration durations (ratio $= 0.4x$, $t_{46} = -3.3, p = 0.002$). In autumn, there were no timing differences between NW and SW migrants (figure 4;
electronic supplementary material, table S3). The difference in arrival time documented here is nearly identical to that documented between birds taking intermediate versus SW or SE routes in the divide. Birds in the latter comparison returned to the same breeding region, allowing us to simulate pairing based on the distribution of arrival timing. This was not possible here because of the wide breeding range of NW migrants.

Migration timing also varied by breeding location and sex. In our study, females were primarily sampled from among blackcaps wintering in Britain, where they showed later spring timing than their male counterparts (electronic supplementary material, table S3). In addition, different parts of continental Europe experience different spring phenology. In our dataset, blackcaps breeding further west in Europe underwent earlier spring migrations (electronic supplementary material, table S3; figure 4d).

4. Discussion

(a) Selection across the migratory divide

We document a sharp transition in migration directions across the migratory divide, indicative of strong selection. Unfortunately, our data do not allow direct identification of the source of selection. Possible processes include prezygotic selection for assortative mating between pure populations and postzygotic selection reducing the fitness of hybrids; however, our timing analysis provides no evidence for assortative mating based on migration timing.

Helbig [8] selectively mated SW and SE blackcaps in captivity and observed intermediate orientations in their offspring. He argued that these hybrids would experience lower fitness through reduced survival, as they would have to cross the Alps, Mediterranean Sea and Sahara Desert. This is a widely held hypothesis today [4,7,8], but our data do not necessarily support it. A considerable number of our tracked birds successfully took intermediate routes, survived and returned to be recaptured. Most of these birds encountered portions of the Alps, but many did not cross the Mediterranean, in which case they never encountered this barrier or the Sahara Desert. Many of the birds that wintered in Africa navigated along the coast of the Mediterranean, and others used Italy as a land bridge (figure 1; electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Although we cannot rule out the possibility that shorter migration distances have increased in frequency in the last 30 years, we note that the location of the divide itself appears to have remained remarkably constant (estimated as 14° E by [1]).

There is an important consideration in our experimental design: in the divide, we exclusively tracked adult birds that had already completed at least one migration, to maximize recapture success. It is possible that some blackcaps attempt to migrate over the Mediterranean and Sahara but do not survive to adulthood. Indeed, there is a striking deficit
of birds wintering in Africa around 5° and 15° E (figure 1; electronic supplementary material, figure S1; note that birds from Dutch and Polish populations did winter in these areas). This deficit would not have been present in Helbig’s work because he was not tracking free-flying birds. Alvarado et al. [44] argued similarly after failing to recover hybrids in a divide between hermit thrushes (Catharus guttatus). In addition, adult birds can leverage past experience, so their routes may not fully reflect their innate migratory programs. At present, tracking of small songbirds is limited to archival tags not capable of transmitting daily location estimates, so we cannot address these ideas further.

Blackcaps with intermediate migration routes were relatively abundant and showed early arrival on the breeding grounds. Early spring arrival may relate to the fact that blackcaps following intermediate strategies have the shortest distances to migrate (electronic supplementary material, figure S3d), so cues on the wintering site may predict conditions on the breeding grounds [45,46]. Importantly, our simulations suggest that early arrival may lead to assortative mating among intermediates, allowing them to exist relatively independently of pure SW and SE migrating populations within the 27 km cline. Hybrid zones maintained by increased hybrid fitness are referred to as zones of bounded superiority [47]. Selection against birds deviating from an immediately intermediate route could limit the area where intermediates are found, favoring the observed cline width. Additional work is needed to investigate this idea, including direct observations of mated pairs and their offspring in the divide. We also note that genetic differentiation across this divide is low [18,48–50]. However, the genetic work on this system has largely focused on allopatric populations distant from the divide [18,20,50,51].

(b) Source and maintenance of British overwinterers

Only one of 36 blackcaps tracked from within the central European divide spent the winter in Britain (2.8%, 95% CI [0.15, 16]), and neither did any of the remaining 42 individuals tracked from breeding grounds elsewhere in continental Europe. Previous studies estimated that northwest migrants comprise 6.8–25% of individuals breeding in central Europe, based on ringing data, cage experiments and stable isotopes [1,14,18,52]. One cage-orientation study suggested that as many as 50% of birds breeding in the vicinity of Linz, Austria migrate northwest [1]. Our results from free-flying birds suggest these may be overestimates. We successfully tracked 20 blackcaps from within 50 km of Linz (including 6 within 25 km), and only one (zero within 25 km) wintered in Britain. British overwinterers appear to breed across most of Europe at low densities, instead of occurring locally at higher densities. The mechanisms driving this phenomenon are unclear, but blackcaps show ‘misoriented’ autumn movements into northern Europe [53] and are regularly recorded there in winter [54]. These individuals could potentially seed or maintain northern wintering populations in areas with sufficient resources, especially if such orientation ‘errors’ are heritable.

Our data support the hypothesis that differences in arrival timing may contribute to reproductive isolation among blackcaps wintering in Britain, probably due to a combination of differing photoperiodic cues and shorter migrations [27]. Early-arriving individuals from Britain may experience fewer hazards during faster journeys, they may be in better condition due to supplemental food in British gardens [3,6], and they may be able to use local weather cues to judge the suitability of their continental breeding areas. In turn, these individuals may be able to secure higher quality territories. However, it is unclear whether the magnitude of the timing difference (9.8 days) could result in effective reproductive isolation. Rolshausen et al. [52] modelled assortative mating based on a timing difference of 10 days and a relative abundance of NW migrants of 1 out of 13 breeding individuals, concluding that NW migrants had a 28% chance of mating assortatively. Although we only tracked one NW migrant from within the migratory divide and therefore cannot capture the distribution of arrival dates in this particular breeding population, our similar average timing difference and lower relative abundance of NW migrants corroborate their conclusion of weak evidence for effective isolation solely based on timing. However, differences in body condition or microhabitat selection by migratory phenotype [51] could still contribute to reproductive isolation.

(c) Conclusion

We find considerable variation in blackcap migratory behaviour across the central European migratory divide and diverse breeding origins for blackcaps exhibiting the novel British overwintering strategy. A narrow cline in migration direction across the divide suggests that selection on migratory strategy is strong. Assortative mating among birds orienting immediately south and selection against those deviating from this direction may help maintain this narrow cline. British winterers arrived on continental breeding grounds earlier than migrants from Mediterranean wintering areas, but the difference in timing may be insufficient to drive assortative mating. Accurately characterizing the migrations of individual blackcaps reveals fascinating variability in the migratory behaviour of this species, paving the way for targeted studies of the genetic basis of migration and adaptation to global change.
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